
Use
Qguar OTM is a tool dedicated mainly for companies aiming to optimize their transport processes based on rail cisterns, rail cars, or containers. 
Both the IT system, and the cooperating devices were designed to maximize the reliability, usability and fault-free operation of the entire solution. 
Secure and modern technologies applied in the system allow tracking the transport of hazardous materials (ADR).

Qguar OTM
Object Tracking & Monitoring

The basis for each optimization is a detailed knowledge of 
the most elementary events, which need to be streamlined. 
More and more often, contemporary technologies allow 
such events to be tracked. Heavy load transport, especially 
railway transport or container transport, is one of the ex-
amples where optimization can yield significant benefits. 
As far as railway transport is concerned, knowledge about 
movement or location of a train is not enough; it is now 
required to control single cars or cisterns. Knowledge about 
traffic and the usage of single transport units is a solid ba-
sis for optimisation of the entire process. Qguar OTM is a 
platform for the management and monitoring of vehicles 
(units) equipped with satellite-based on board unitsallow-
ing to detect their position. The system uses advanced ‘Ko-
rmoran’ OBUs, which can be mounted on custom vehicles 
(rail cars, cistern cars, containers). In the case of dangerous 
material transport, the user is offered an efficient trans-
port-monitoring ADR tool along with the system. Modern 
technology and a user-friendly interface make the system a 
very effective tool. Data collected from locomotives and the 
set of statistics allow advanced assessment of traffic and 
monitored vehicles usage. Web browser-based operation is 
an additional advantage.
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Functional scope
QGUAR OTM offers the following functions:

•	 location of vehicles (cistern cars, rail cars, containers) via 
GPS

•	 presentation of the last logged vehicle position on a 
digital map

•	 presentation of the last logged vehicle status on a digital 
map (standstill, movement)

•	 logging and archiving vehicle positions in time
•	 logging the vehicle status in time (standstill, movement)
•	 logging the duration of presence in specified geographi-

cal areas
•	 messages triggered by reaching a specified geographical 

area
•	 messages triggered by a defined event (standstill exceed-

ing the specified time, excessive travel velocity)
•	 report on vehicle movement/standstill ratio in defined 

time periods
•	 monitoring the status of device power supply batteries
•	 remote control of device operation parameters
•	 remote diagnostics of devices

System advantages
•	 the ability to install the tracking system in vehicles 

without power supply
•	 collecting data about vehicle location,  

movement and usage
•	 data displayed on a digital map
•	 a set of reports and statistics
•	 sending messages of occurring events
•	 gathering valuable information to facilitate planning 

and making decisions
•	 remote diagnostics and control of location devices
•	 Web browser-based system access



Overview of basic system features
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Examples of OTM screens
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